
Suitable Products
This portfolio can be utilised as an income option via a Living Annuity or as a 
Discretionary draw-down plan. Other suitable products would include low volatility 
Preservation Pension/Provident Fund savings, i.e. close to retirement risk averse 
investors.

Risk Profile

Suitable Investor
Suitable for clients who are risk averse and prefer a low volatility investment 
experience. Clients seeking a tax efficient income solution.

Investment Strategy
This   investment   strategy   includes   a   diversification   of   asset   classes, managed  
by some  of  the  most  talented  fund  managers.  The strategy  aims  to outperform  
SA  inflation  by  2%  p.a.  net  of  fund management fees over a rolling 2-year period. 
The Strategy aims to provide retired  investors  with  a  regular  income  while  it  aims 
to  provide  consistent real returns over the medium to long term within acceptable 
risk parameters. The  Strategy  only  invests  in  asset  allocation,  target  return  and  
money market unit trust funds and aims to limit volatility to between 0.90 - 6.56% p.a.  
standard deviation.  The strategy is  diversified and managed by asset class in 
accordance with Regulation 28 of the Pension Fund Act.

Reg 28 Compliant Yes

Benchmark (ASISA) South African MA Low Equity

Return Objective RSA CPI +2%

Annual Mandate Fee (%) 0.18

Model TER (%) 0.84

Inception Date 2009/07/06

Co-Manager Jacques de Kock, MitonOptimal

Lead Manager Roeloff Horne, MitonOptimal

Model Portfolio Details

Monthly Market & Portfolio Commentary
The month of April was a relatively good month for risk assets in general, with no meaningful difference between returns of the various indices. Looking 
at the global space, returns were muted when looking in US Dollar terms. This was, in part, because of the prevailing narrative of a possible recession 
on the cards for the US. But probably the most interesting development was the stance of the FED after a 25bps rate hike. Although remaining “data 
dependant”, it seems like the FED is adamant to stop the hiking cycle, with rates remaining at this level for quite a while. The market, however, is pricing 
in some rate cuts sooner rather than later. This sentiment put the US Dollar on the back foot by the end of the month.

Overall, global indices had muted returns compared to SA indices (in local currencies). With [in US Dollar terms] the MSCI World Index returning 1.75% 
and MSCI EM Index edging lower (-1.13%) versus the JSE ALSI up 3.38% in ZAR terms. This makes sense given the recession fears and the various Reserve 
Banks’ reactions to the fact. Although the month was mostly bullish, there is still uncertainty around the probability and severity of a global recession 
and the impact that it will have on global markets. With some countries in a better position to deal with such a blow than others. A study done by 
Bloomberg shows that the UK, New Zealand and the US are leading the way in terms of recessionary probability with South Africa not far behind with a 
45% chance of a recession. This figure (for South Africa) feels rather low considering the difficulties we are dealing with and inflation seemingly heading 
in the wrong direction.

Looking at South African assets, it was a good month for risk assets in general. With all the various indices doing well, it was no surprise that the JSE ALSI 
Index was up 3.38% for the month. The loser of March was (true its nature) and the winner in April was the SA Listed Property Index which went from 
-3.39% to 5.36%. There are still many factors causing a tough economic enviroment in South Africa. Loadshedding ramping up to stage 6 again, 
infrastucture and distribution lacking in quality and politicians more concerned with their seats in parliament than solving real issues. These factos
(amongst others) are keepng the ZAR below the fair value calculations, and it’s difficult to see the pressure reverting anytime soon.

Our asset allocation positioning over the last month added value to clients’ portfolios, although we are still slightly underweight risk assets both locally 
and globally. The risks seem too prominent to ignore, but we need to be able to capture the upside when it presents itself.
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Investment Growth (Since Inception)
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Annualised Performance (%)

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years
Since

Inception

MitonOptimal Core Conservative Income (Reg 28)

(ASISA) South African MA Low Equity

8.23 8.67 7.36 8.39

7.70 9.04 6.71 7.84

Discrete Calendar Performance (%)
2019 2020 2021 2022 YTD

MitonOptimal Core Conservative Income (Reg 28)

(ASISA) South African MA Low Equity 8.58 5.17 13.53 1.36 4.99

8.31 5.34 10.54 4.50 3.96

Asset Allocation [Portfolio vs Neutral] (%)
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MitonOptimal Core Conservative Income (Reg 28) Neutral Asset Allocation: CPI +2%

Monthly Return Distribution
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About MitonOptimal
MitonOptimal is an independent, owner-managed investment 
management business delivering focused investment solutions and 
support to enable advisers to meet their clients' investment 
objectives.

As a Discretionary Fund Manager (DFM) we partner with advisers, 
sharing the investment decision-making and administration with 
them.

Model Portfolio Composition (%)

Weight Mgmt Fee TER

Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced A1

Prescient Income Provider

Allan Gray Stable

Nedgroup Inv Flexible Inc B1

Ninety One Diversified Income H

Sasfin BCI Flexible Income

Coronation Balanced Defensive

Ninety One Cautious Managed H

Sesfikile BCI Property

Allan Gray Money Market

15.00 0.92 0.94

15.00 0.58 0.60

13.00 0.98 1.16

13.00 0.58 0.62

12.00 0.58 0.54

12.00 0.69 0.81

10.00 0.98 1.04

7.00 0.98 1.01

3.00 1.27 1.29

0.00 0.29 0.29

As of 2023/04/30
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Data provided by Morningstar. Care has been taken to ensure that the information is correct but the suppliers neither warrant, represent nor guarantee the contents of the information, nor do they accept any responsibility for errors, 
inaccuracies, omissions or any inconsistencies herein. The Model TER (%) of the value of the financial product was incurred as expenses relating to the administration of the financial product. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a 
poor return, nor does a low TER imply a good return. The current TER may not necessarily be an accurate indication of future TERs. It should not be considered in isolation as returns may be impacted by many factors over time 
including market returns, the type of financial product, the investment decisions of the investment manager and the TER. All Fees are expressed ex VAT. MitonOptimal Portfolio Management (Pty) Ltd (MOPM) and MitonOptimal South
Africa (Pty) Ltd (MOSA) are both Category II Financial Service Providers which are owned by MitonOptimal Holdings (Pty) Ltd. MitonOptimal Holdings has a shareholding in IP Management Company. MOPM Registration No. 
2000/000717/07 FSP 734 & MOSA Reg No. 2005/032750/07 FSP 28160 PO Box 23303 Claremont 7700 Tel (021) 6896908 Fax (021) 6896896. Collective Investments are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participating 
interests may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. A model portfolio may invest in Collective Investment Schemes and other financial instruments where available on the administrative 
platforms. The model portfolio may contain IP Manco funds, which levy their own charges and may be managed by the Fund Management Company, MitonOptimal, for services rendered. An approved FSP distribution partner may 
be compensated for their contribution to the investment committee meetings, marketing and or distribution costs of the model portfolios for services rendered. Performance figures are sourced by  the data providers' systems for lump 
sum investments including income distribution, at NAV to NAV basis. The performance figures do not include annual LISP Administration fees, DIM or the Advisor fees. Collective Investment prices are calculated on a Net Asset Value 
basis and auditor’s fees, bank charges, trustee and RSC levies are levied against the portfolio. Should   you   have   any   further   queries   or   complaints   please   contact our   Compliance   Department   on   Tel:   021-6893579,   Fax:   
(021)   6896896   Email: compliance@mitonoptimal.com. For your information, the FAIS ombudsman provides an independent and objective advisory service. Should you not be satisfied with the outcome of a complaint handled by 
MitonOptimal, please write to: The Ombudsman, PO Box 74571, Lynnwoodridge, 0040.Telephone (012) 470 9080/99. Fax(012) 348 3447. Email: info@faisombud.co.za


